


TESLA MOTORS UNDER INVESTIGATION
FOR MAKING CRAPPY CARS AND PLACING
WORKERS INTO CRAPPY CONDITIONS

Tesla Probed by California Regulator on Wo…
Apr 18, 2018 · California's Division of Occupational Safety and
Health has opened an investigationinto Tesla Inc. following a
report about worker protections at the company's lone auto plant
in Fremont, California.
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Tesla Is Under OSHA Investigation for Wor…
California's Division of Occupational Safety and Health has
opened an investigation into Tesla and workplace hazards at its
factory.
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California opens investigation into Tesla fa…
Apr 18, 2018 · California's Division of Occupational Safety and
Health said it has opened a new investigation into Tesla Inc. after
a report about worker protections and hazards at the company's
lone auto plant in Fremont, Calif.
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Inspection opened into Tesla for workplace s…
Apr 18, 2018 · There have been 20 investigations opened
into Tesla by Cal-OSHA in the past five years, according to the US
Department of Labor database. Some have been dismissed and
others resulted in fines.
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California Opens Investigation Into Tesla W…
California's Division of Occupational Safety and Health said it has
opened a new investigation into Tesla Inc. following a report
about worker protections at the company's lone auto plant in
Fremont, California.
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Tesla Workplace Conditions Under Investig…
State regulators are reportedly investigating Tesla following a
report into workplace conditions at the automaker's Bay Area auto
plant.
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Tesla Investigation - Bloomberg
Apr 18, 2018 · California opens
an investigation into Tesla's workplace conditions
https://bloom.bg/2HI8JCp #tictocnews (Source: Bloomberg)
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California opens investigation into worker s…
Tesla is renowned for making some of the safest cars on the
planet, but a recent investigative report from Reveal alleges that
the electric automaker isn't as safety-minded when it comes to the
well-being of its factory workers.
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Tesla Under Investigation After Unsafe Wo…
Tesla Under Investigation After Unsafe Work Conditions
Reported: California's Division of Occupational Safety and Health
has opened an investigation into Tesla.
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Tesla factory to be investigated over safety c…
Apr 19, 2018 · Tesla is facing an investigation by Californian
safety regulators into reports of serious injuries at its factory in
Fremont, California, where it is struggling to scale up production of
its Model 3 mass-market elec
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